Get on the road
to better signal.
With its modular OTR RV edition antenna,
Drive X RV is capable of getting cell signal
in remote locations across North America.

The Drive X RV by weBoost, is a powerful multi-user, in-vehicle cell signal
booster. It’s designed for use with all RV classes—particularly Class A and
Class C, as well as towables and trailers.
Backed by up to 50 dB max gain (along with an enhanced, modular OTR RV
edition antenna) Drive X RV delivers a strong reliable cell signal possible on
all available network speeds. Whether parked or on the road, RVers enjoy
fewer dropped calls, better voice quality, uninterrupted texts, faster data
speeds, better streaming, and improved hotspot capability.
Drive X RV is compatible with all cell phones, hotspots, cellular-connected
tablets, and other cell devices on all major US mobile carriers—such as
Verizon, Sprint, AT&T, and T-Mobile.

DRIVE X RV
471410

Key Features
Boasting up to 50 dB in max gain,
Drive X RV is capable of boosting
cell signal and providing internet
connectivity when it matters most.

With its versatile modular design,
the Drive X RV’s outside antenna can
be raised to optimize its performance
without violating RV height restrictions.

Equipped with a generous 25-foot
length of RG-6 extender cable, the
Drive X RV allows for ideal placement
within even the largest-sized RVs.

Using the side-exit adapter and
mounting hardware, the outside
antenna fits universal CB-antenna
mounts and 1-2” RV ladder poles.

Drive X RV Cell Signal Booster (471410)
SPECS
NAME

Drive X RV

MODEL

USERS

UPLINK
POWER

DOWNLINK
POWER

MAX
GAIN

MSRP

471410

Multiple
Users

Up to
25 dBm

Up to
3 dBm

50 dB

$499.99

INSIDE THE BOX

IDEAL USE-CASE SCENARIO

All components needed for professional installation
in one complete package. This includes:
OUTSIDE ANTENNA
311224
Includes mast extention,
Side-Exit Adapter & Spring

INSIDE ANTENNA
311160

POWER SUPPLY
850011

Multi-band, 50 Ohm
directional antenna

AC/DC Wall Power Supply

For RVers who demand a strong
reliable cell signal for multiple
devices and users whether on or
off the road—especially in more
remote locations.
WHO IS MOST LIKELY TO USE THIS PRODUCT?

• Weekend or summertime RVers in need of strong signal
• Remote employees who live, travel and work on the go
• Outdoorsmen or hunters who camp in vans and trailers

